Invitation to the 8th Future Ocean Postdoc Event
Networking and professional exchange of postdocs

The Future Ocean Network organizes a Postdoc Event every first Friday of the month, from 11:15-12:00h.

The aim of the event series is to enable networking and professional exchange among interested postdocs of all faculties and partner institutions. In these events early career academics in leading positions will present their professional development, working methods and fields of research.

3 December 2021: 11:15 to ca. 12:00 h, virtual event

Meike Stumpp is presenting her field of research and her career path

Meike Stumpp will give you insight on her not so ordinary career heading to decode the black box on larval physiology as Emmy Noether group leader. She will tell you how she managed to handle a dual career, starting a family abroad and deal with kind a few failures on her way to success.

Meike Stumpp is a marine biologist with research focus on larval metabolic eco-physiology. She studied at the University of Bremen and changed to GEOMAR, Kiel, for her PhD. After her graduation, she was granted several postdoc fellowship by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and the Alexander-von-Humboldt foundation for research stays at the Sven Loven Centre Kristineberg, Sweden and at the Academia Sinica in Taipei, Taiwan. She is now an Emmy Noether group leader at the Zoological Institute at Kiel University. Her current project focusses on larval energetics and digestive processes. She is a mother of two children and authored more than 30 papers, some in high impact journals like PNAS, Nature Climate Change and eLife.

Website: www.meike-stumpp.com
Google scholar: https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=5RTwbOwAAAAJ

Access details: https://uni-kiel.zoom.us/j/82034263221?pwd=Wm5XR2crTmRhcml1CSnpsK2RTaGl3Zz09
Meeting-ID: 820 3426 3221
Passcode: 407039

For further information please contact:

Dr. Christel van den Bogaard
Head of Postdoc Academic Career Support Center | PACT, GEOMAR
cbogaard@geomar.de
or
Dr. Christine Haunhorst
Ocean Education and Career | KMS, Kiel University
chaunhorst@kms.uni-kiel.de

We are looking forward to an exciting virtual exchange.